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How to implement the Early Years Foundation Stage 

 

Observations  
Observations should only be carried out if something significant occurs concerning the child’s 
development and will be difficult to remember the details for future reference. It is important that you 
use your memory of children’s development more often and not write observations where you 
already know the information. 
Observation sheets, record of achievement books (scrap books), learning journeys and good news 
sheets are all under the ‘observation’ umbrella. 
 
Planning sheets 
These must be completed every week. This sheet must contain more detail on each key group 
showing focussed activities, continuous provision, adult input to ensure balance, festivals, and 
themes and topics. On the reverse of the sheet there is an area for each key carer to evaluate all 
the activities throughout the week. It is also where extensions were made and how by the children. It 
is essential that the outdoor activities are included in the planning and highlighted as such. 
It is also important that when you are planning you communicate with your colleagues so there is 
cohesion within the room and discussion on festivals and themes. 
 
 
Learning journeys 
Learning journeys are carried out at the end of each term. When filling in the section where you 
indicate what targets you have set the child for future development remember to use these on your 
planning in the next coming weeks. This is to ensure consistency and the continuation of the child’s 
development. 
 
So as to improve our parent links there will be a feedback form attached to the learning journey 
which needs to be returned to the nursery in time for the parent teacher meetings (see parent 
teacher meetings). It is the responsibility of the key carer to make sure the form is returned and put 
into the relevant child portfolio file. There will be a form that you will need to fill in once the feedback 
form is returned. This form will also indicate if the parents have attended the inductions. 
 
Parent teacher meetings  
Parent teacher meetings will occur in the middle of each term. All parents must be invited in on set 
times and days which will be organised by the managers. Two dates and times will be on offer to the 
parents, one in the morning and one in the afternoon. All staff must be aware of these dates and 
times and adjust shifts or come in earlier or stay later if necessary. 
 
Each time slot is for ten minutes allowing the key carer to summarise each child’s development and 
have time for discussion or talk about concerns and queries. 
 
It is extremely important that the key carer is prepared before the meeting and to gather information 
about each of their key children. The information gathered should come from; 
The child’s observations 
Record of achievement books 
Feedback sheet from the parents (which is given with the last learning journey) 
Any pieces of art work, photos etc which are relevant 
 
If parents have any concerns or special requests then these must be noted down and followed 
through. 
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It is important to be presentable, welcoming and pleasant when performing a parent teacher 
meeting. Information passed on to the parents must be positive and constructive. If there is a 
sensitive issue or a concern to deal with i.e behaviour management, development, then it should be 
delivered with sensitivity, tact and with thought. If there is an ongoing concern then another meeting 
should be made just to discuss that area. If there is any doubt or lack in knowledge in a certain area 
then it must be made clear that the correct or more information will be sought through another 
member of staff, (Sarah, Chris or Manager)  
 
Tracking sheet  
There must be a tracking form for every child which must be passed on to the next room when they 
move up. Using the framework assess the child every week to ascertain if any milestones have 
been met. It is extremely important that you are familiar and make sure you read the framework on a 
regular basis. To make sure the milestones are not being ‘ticked off’ too quickly, consider your 
decision by observations made (good news sheets, written observations and knowledge of the 
child). The child must have shown this more than once for the milestone to be dated and highlighted 
with the correct colour. (Orange for Autumn term, green for Spring term and yellow for Summer 
term) 
 
There are two tracking forms the first form contains the age ranges; Birth–11 months, 8-20 months, 
16-26 months and 22-36 months. The second form contains the age ranges; 22-36 months, 30-50 
months, 40-60+ months and the early learning goals. 
When a child has met or is nearing completion of the milestones on the first tracking form, attach the 
second sheet in order to continue tracking the child’s development. 
Use the tracking form to see what the child’s next steps are and show this within your weekly 
planning.  
 
Pupil assessment  
A pupil assessment sheet must be filled out for each child every 8 weeks as follows; 
 

• At the end of October  

• At the end of December (obviously when the nursery closes for Christmas) 

• At the end of February  

• At the end of April 

• At the end of June 

• At the end of August  
 
This is to show where the child’s starting point is and what progress they are making. From this 
assessment you will be able to see what areas are still in the beginning stages of development and 
what areas a child has secured. This information must be used for planning. 
When filing the pupil assessment forms, keep them in date assessment order within each child’s 
section in the child portfolio file. 
 
Record of achievement books 
This is a book showing the child’s progress through the use of photographs and in some cases art 
work. When displaying anything in the book a short explanation should be added and always date 
whatever is put into the book. This should be updated weekly so it is not left blank for long periods 
of time. 
 
Do not wait for topics to happen/finish if you have taken a photo then print it off as soon as possible 
and add it to the book. Please do not attempt to put large pieces of art work in the book as this will 
over fill it as the piece will be folded awkwardly to fit the A4 sized page. 
 
The nursery will print out the photos of the children on site and will use photo paper for photos to be 
used in the record of achievement books and paper for photos used on a display. Please make sure 
that you delete unnecessary photos and be careful when you are focussing on a child that you do 
not have too many other children. 
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Children’s Portfolios 
This is the file where all the observations, planning, learning journeys and other information will be 
kept.  
 
Assessment for the 2 year olds 
This is a report for children aged between 2 and 3 years old and highlights the 3 prime areas of the 
Early Years Foundation Stage and is a statutory requirement from Ofsted. 
 
The purpose of the report is for the following; 
 

• Review a child’s development in the three prime areas of the EYFS 

• Ensure that parents have a clear picture of their child’s development; 

• Enable practitioners to understand the child’s needs and plan activities to meet them in the 
setting: 

• Enable parents to understand the child’s needs and with support from practitioners, enhance 
development at home; 

• Note areas where a child is progressing well and identify any areas where progress is less 
than expected; and  

• Describe actions the provider intends to take to address any developmental concerns 
(including working with other professionals where appropriate) 

 
Your manager will discuss with you when it is the right time to fill out a report for each child. This 
report will be done at the end of a term and will replace the learning journey just on one occasion. If 
a child is leaving and a 2 to 3 year old report has not been done then one should be written out as 
well as a leaving report. 
The managers will manage this process and will ask you for the child’s developmental records from 
the child portfolio at least a month before the end of each term. The managers will use the tracking 
forms, observations and ask for a general comment on the child. The managers will then type up the 
report. The managers will also take into account the views of other practitioners and where relevant, 
other professionals working with the child. The parents will be asked in by the managers at a 
convenient time for both parties to read through the report and comment in the relevant box and 
sign it. This is an opportunity to explain to the parents how working with the nursery and the home 
environment will help and enhance their child’s development. Once the parent has commented and 
signed the report must be photocopied giving the parents the top copy and the photo copy going 
into the child’s portfolio. All key carers must read all reports before being placed in child’s portfolio. 
 
Leaving reports  
All reports must be written accurately and from the knowledge gained through observations. Reports 
need to be neat and presentable. Always write out in rough first to avoid spelling and grammatical 
errors. Do not cross out words or sentences or use too much tippex, as this looks messy. 
 
Always refer to past reports and their development records to ensure continuity and precision. You 
must stand by your written accounts and be able to answer questions or queries raised by the 
child’s parents or carers. The Principal will always read through and sign off the reports. 
 
When you have had the report signed by the Principal please photocopy all pages. If a child is 
leaving the nursery to go onto another nursery/childminder/school please ask the parents if they 
require a further copy for their new nursery/childminder/school. 
 
Put the original report in an envelope and with the parents name on the envelope, place in the 
child’s box, tray or pigeonhole. Put the photocopied report with your children records. 
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Extra Curricular reports 
Extra curricular reports should be given to the appropriate teacher in enough time before the end of 
July as we do not have any extra curricular activities going on during August. These reports should 
be contained in the leaving reports or the learning journeys at the end of August. 
 
It is imperative that all learning journeys and leaving reports are completed by the relevant 
time and must always be given to the Principal for perusal. If you fail to complete your 
allocated learning journeys or leaving reports on time you must make the Principal aware. If 
this is a continuous problem then a disciplinary meeting will be called. 
 
Inclusion and Equality  
Early learning opportunities offered in the nursery encourage children to develop positive attitudes 
to people who are different from them. It encourages children to empathise with others and to begin 
to develop the skills of critical thinking. 
 
We do this by: 

1 Making children feel valued and good about themselves 
2 Ensuring that all children have equal access to early learning and play opportunities 
3 Reflecting the widest possible range of communities in the choice of resources 
4 Avoiding stereotypical or derogatory images in the selection of materials 
5 Acknowledging and celebrating a wide range of religions, beliefs and festivals 
6 Creating an environment of mutual respect and empathy 
7 Helping children to understand that discriminatory behaviour and remarks are unacceptable 
8 Ensuring that all early learning opportunities offered are inclusive of children with learning 

difficulties and/or disabilities and children from disadvantaged backgrounds  
9 Ensuring that children whose first language is not English have full access to early learning 

opportunities and are supported in their learning 
10 Working in partnership with all families to ensure they understand the policy and challenge 

any discriminatory comments made 
11 Ensuring the medical, cultural and dietary needs of children are met 
12 Helping children to learn about a range of food and cultural approaches to meal times and to 

respect the differences among them. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 


